		

			

			Harmonizing the amplification stage and final output through our speakers
			
ensures Totem’s captivating listening experience. Appreciate every note and
			
nuance expressed in vivid holography with the Bluetooth equipped KIN AMP			
www.totemacoustic.com
			and the Totem speaker of your choice.			

Specifications / Features
The KIN AMP is pure Totem in every way.
It’s timeless design is both simple and
sophisticated. Conveniently sized to fit
just about anywhere. Though diminutive
in stature, it can thoroughly power a
number of Totem monitors and towers
and fully energize any room. Simply pair
the KIN AMP with the world’s most
popular sources and mobile devices and
begin enjoying your music.
Equipped with Bluetooth and aptx HD for
instant wireless streaming. The analog and
digital inputs allow for a variety of sources

Amplifier Design: 		
Power Output RMS:
Frequency Response:
Wireless Connectivity:
Analog Inputs:

Totem recognizes the challenge that
certain sources and/or recording create
and this is why we have equipped the
NEW KIN AMP with both bass and
treble controls, easily accessible from the
remote control, allowing the listener to
customize their sound.

2 X 100w
20 Hz - 20kHz +/- 3dB
Bluetooth 4.1

Stereo RCA Switchable

between Phono and Line Level Mini jack (3.5mm)
Digital Inputs:

Optical

Outputs:

Subwoofer Out 20-220Hz

Accessories: 17-Key Aluminum Remote Control
Dimensions:

Width
Height
Depth

Weight:		

5.3lbs / 2.4 kg

to be connected; from classic turntables
to the latest gaming consoles.

Class D

10.03” / 255 mm
2.36” / 60 mm
9.25” / 235 mm

Bluetooth Sampling Rate: 8kHz, 11.025kHz, 12kHz,
16kHz, 22.05kHz, 24kHz,
32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz
Optical In Sampling Rate:

192kHZ / 24bit

Decoding: MP2/MP3, WMA,
FLAC(8/16/24bit), AAC/ 				
MP4/M4A, WAV (IMA-ADPCM
and raw PCM), AIF, AIFC
Available Finishes: Black and white

Beyond Bluetooth the KIN AMP has a switchable

Phono/Line stereo RCA input, 3.5mm,optical and
subwoofer output.

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable of reproducing a truly involving
performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically timeless, and invoke an
emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered with a powerful focus
that is yet soul stirring.
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